The Open Source Security Foundation (OpenSSF) seeks to make it easier to sustainably secure the development, maintenance, and consumption of the open source software (OSS) we all depend on. This includes fostering collaboration, establishing best practices, and developing innovative solutions.
The C and C++ Hardening Challenge

Addressing vulnerabilities in C and C++ on a large scale presents several significant challenges:

- Rewriting all existing C and C++ code to memory-safe languages is unbearably expensive
- Unsafe dependencies will slow down migration to memory-safe languages, such as Rust*

*) Recent data indicates that over 70% of Rust crates have dependencies on C or C++
Recent regulatory attention

- US Presidential Executive Order on Improving the Nation’s Cybersecurity
  - May 2021

- EU Cyber Resilience Act (Proposal)
  - September 2022

- NSA Guidance on Software Memory-safety Issues
  - November 2022

- CISA joint publication with 10 national cybersecurity authorities on Shifting the Balance of Cybersecurity Risk: Security-by-Design and -Default
  - December 2022

- Updated CISA publication with 18 national cybersecurity authorities: Principles and Approaches for Secure by Design
  - April 2023

- CISA joint publication with 8 national cybersecurity authorities on Memory Safe Roadmaps
  - October 2023

- Political agreement on EU Cyber Resilience Act
  - December 2023
Guide in *configuring programming tools* during development to *reduce attack surface of produced software*.

**C.f. Product Hardening**
Provides guidance in configuring a product’s operational parameters to secure defaults to reduce attack surface of deployed software.

**C and C++ Compilers**
Provide optional features that must be enabled to add protection against various security flaws to compiled binaries, both applications and shared libraries.

**Major Linux distributions**
Already package software with such protections enabled by default.

**Consuming OSS**
From source means you are responsible for ensuring that these protection features are enabled when building the software.
Challenges for deploying hardened compiler options

Possible deployment pitfalls

- Default enabled features depend on compiler, compiler version and where it is sourced from
- OSS projects that do not enable or support protection options in their build system or code
- Protection features that require tradeoffs in performance, memory, or increased binary size
- Protection features that are incompatible with certain language constructs or patterns

“[...] 85.3% of desktop binaries adopt Stack Canaries, but only 29.7% of embedded binaries do”
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Compiler options hardening is not a silver bullet, but necessary in combination with memory-safe languages, secure coding standards, and security testing
What is covered by the guide?

1. **Recommneded Compiler Options**
   - Hardening options widely available in open-source compilers, currently GCC and Clang/LLVM
   - Includes both flags that will warn developers about flaws, as well as harden software
   - Most of these options are already enabled by the major Linux distributions today

2. **Discouraged Compiler Options**
   - Compiler options that, when used inappropriately, may result in potential defects with significant security implications in produced binaries.

3. **Sanitizers**
   - Compiler-based tools designed to detect and pinpoint memory-safety issues and other defects
   - Valuable diagnostics for debugging and testing
   - May be prohibitively expensive for release builds due to performance penalties & memory overhead

4. **Separating debug data from release builds**
   - Recommendation for managing debug information that aids in binary analysis and reverse engineering
   - However, decompilers can work without debug information, so security of a system must not depend on omitting such information
Roadmap and how to contribute

- New features, new compilers
- Separate guide for using GCC and Clang attribute annotations (work-in-progress)
- Contributions that improve readability, presentation, and accessibility also welcome
- Development happens in the Best Practices WG community on GitHub and on OpenSSF Slack.
- The Compiler Hardening sub-initiative has Zoom calls every other Wednesday at 13:00 UTC (see Public Calendar)
Ways to Participate

- Join a Working Group/Project
- Come to a Meeting (see Public Calendar)
- Collaborate on Slack
- Contribute on GitHub
- Become an Organizational Member
- Keep up to date by subscribing to the OpenSSF Mailing List
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